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Abstract 

Numerical weather prediction (NWP) of urban aerosols is increasingly sophisticated and accurate. In the absence of large particles 

(e.g. rain, cloud droplets), information on atmospheric aerosols can be obtained from single wavelength automatic lidars and 

ceilometers (ALC) that measure profiles of attenuated backscatter (βo). To assess the suitability of ALC profile observations for 

forecast evaluation and data assimilation, a forward operator is required to convert model variables into the measured quantity. Here, 

an aerosol forward operator (aerFO) is developed and tested with Met Office NWP data (UKV 1.5 km) to obtain synthetic attenuated 

backscatter profiles (βm). aerFO requires as input the profiles of bulk aerosol mass mixing ratio and relative humidity to compute βm, 

plus air temperature and pressure to calculate the effect of water vapour absorption. Bulk aerosol characteristics (e.g. mean radius and 

number concentration) are used to estimate optical properties. ALC profile observations in London are used to assess βm. A 

wavelength-dependent extinction enhancement factor accounts for the change in optical properties due to aerosol swelling. Sensitivity 

studies show the aerFO unattenuated backscatter is very sensitive to the aerosol mass and relative humidity above ~60-80 %. The 

extinction efficiency is sensitive to the choice of aerosol constituents and to ALC wavelength.Given aerosol is a tracer for boundary 

layer dynamics, application of the aerFO has proven very useful to evaluate the performance of urban surface parameterisation 

schemes and their ability to drive growth of the mixing layer. Implications of changing the urban surface scheme within the UKV is 

explored using two spring cases. For the original scheme, morning βm is too high probably because of delayed vertical mixing. The 

new scheme reduced this persistence of high morning βm, demonstrating the importance of surface heating processes.  Analysis of 

profiles at five sites on 12 clear-sky days shows a positive, statistically significant relation between the differences of modelled and 

measured near-surface attenuated backscatter [βm - βo] and near-surface aerosol mass. This suggests errors in near-surface attenuated 

backscatter can be attributed to errors in the amount of aerosol estimated by the NWP scheme. Correlation increases when cases of 

high relative humidity in the NWP model are excluded. Given the impact on aerosol optical properties demonstrated, results suggest 

the use of a fixed, bulk aerosol for urban areas in the UKV should be revisited and the lidar ratio should be constrained. As quality of 

the observed attenuated backscatter is demonstrated to be critical for performing model evaluation, careful sensor operation and data 

processing is vital to avoid false conclusions to be drawn about model performance.  

 

Keywords: aerosols; lidar forward operator; numerical weather prediction; ALC; urban land surface models; data assimilation 

 

1. Introduction 

Urban aerosols impact health (Atkinson et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015; Elliot et al., 2016; Xing et al., 2016; Yin et al., 2017), visibility 

(Sabbagh-Kupelwieser et al., 2010; Stull, 1988) and local radiation budgets (Boucher et al., 2013; Haywood and Boucher, 2000; 

Marley and Gaffney, 2006) and with a high density of people in urban areas, many may be impacted. Most countries, such as EU 

member states (EEA, 2015), have legal maxima set for several air quality constituents. Identifying when behavioural changes are 

needed (e.g. reduction of car usage) in advance of critical exceedances requires improved understanding, and accurate prediction of, 

aerosol concentrations in urban areas. 

Aerosol concentration and transport can be predicted with atmospheric chemistry models that are one- or two-way coupled to a 

numerical weather prediction (NWP) model (Benedetti et al., 2009; Grell et al., 2004; Appendix 1). As including an atmospheric 

chemistry model is significantly more computationally expensive than standalone NWP (Clark et al., 2008), this reduces their 

operational utility. However, NWP resolution has increased and aerosols have been included more explicitly (Benedetti et al., 2009; 

Lu et al., 2016). Some contain information on various aerosol species, e.g. the AQUM configuration of the Met Office (MO) Unified 

Model (Savage et al., 2013) and the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) at the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 

(ECMWF). AQUM and IFS include mass mixing ratios for different aerosol species such as salt, dust, organic carbon, black carbon, 

sulphate and nitrate for use in radiation parameterisations (Benedetti et al., 2009; Morcrette et al., 2008) which makes them more 

mailto:c.s.grimmond@reading.ac.uk
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computationally expensive. Another example is the MO operational variable resolution (UKV) NWP model (1.5 km inner, 4 km outer 

domain) (Tang et al. 2013) that has an aerosol proxy (Clark et al., 2008) with a single mass mixing ratio (mMURK, kg kg-1) derived from 

emission inventories (Neal, 2016) (Appendix 1). This aerosol scheme (called MURK) is designed to be computationally inexpensive 

for use in a visibility parameterisation and data assimilation scheme (Claxton, 2013). 

Vertical profiles of atmospheric aerosols are monitored with remote sensing instruments on satellites (Chudnovsky et al., 2013; Goto 

et al., 2011; Jose et al., 2016; You et al., 2016), aircrafts (Li et al., 2015), and the ground (Wiegner et al., 2014). While satellite 

observations provide extensive spatial coverage, their temporal resolution is limited. When the near surface atmosphere is of interest, 

ground-based profilers are useful as the signal is less likely to be saturated by clouds. Automatic lidars and ceilometers (ALC) are 

single-wavelength lidars, designed to provide cloud base height (CBH; Emeis, 2011), using the strong scattering properties of cloud 

droplets at ALC wavelengths (Martucci et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2015; Willén et al., 2005). With increased sensitivity, it is possible 

to derive information about smaller aerosols (Wiegner et al., 2014). The capability to measure attenuated backscatter (βo) profiles is 

being exploited, for example, to track volcanic ash clouds (Flentje et al., 2010a), or Saharan dust (Jin et al., 2015), in the expanding 

ALC networks (Flentje et al., 2010b; Pappalardo et al., 2014; Sugimoto et al., 2008). Urban aerosol characteristics such as PM2.5 and 

PM10 concentrations (Münkel et al., 2007; You et al., 2016), aerosol layers (McKendry et al., 2009; Zéphoris et al., 2005) and mixed-

layer height (Poltera et al., 2017; Schafer et al., 2011; Schäfer et al., 2012; Wagner and Schäfer, 2015) have previously been explored 

using ALC attenuated backscatter measurements.  

Data assimilation (DA) in NWP has used CBH data (Francis, 2012; Janisková et al., 2002; Lopez, 2002), and more recently attenuated 

backscatter profiles (Benedetti and Dabas, 2016; Charlton-Perez et al., 2016; Janisková et al., 2010; Janisková and Stiller, 2010). As 

specific aerosol properties such as radius and number concentration distributions are not observed by ALC, a forward operator (FO) is 

required to enable quantitative comparison to modelled values. Several FOs for atmospheric-chemistry and NWP model evaluation 

exist. For example, the Geisinger et al. (2017) FO estimates attenuated backscatter (βm) from volcanic ash clouds in the free 

troposphere using COSMO-ART over Germany and ALC data but omits the effect of backscatter from boundary layer aerosols. 

Another FO estimates backscatter from dust and sea salt with the ECMWF IFS using CALIOP data from the CALIPSO satellite (Table 

1 in Morcrette et al., 2009). The Chan et al. (2016) FO for Lufft CHM15K ALC measurements estimates attenuated backscatter has a 

prognostic mass mixing ratio of different aerosol species from NWP, utilising either Mie or T-matrix calculation with fixed size 

distributions and growth factors for a set number of species. The Charlton-Perez et al. (2015) FO to estimate vertical profiles of βm 

accounts for the effects of aerosols (using MURK; Clark et al. 2008), liquid cloud and rain. Initial testing at rural sites suggests the FO 

produced realistic βm compared to βo observed with Vaisala CL31 (Charlton-Perez et al., 2015, 2016). However, this FO is effectively 

wavelength-independent, with a fixed scattering efficiency (Qext = 2), a value typically not suitable for aerosols. Although this FO only 

requires the total bulk mass mixing ratio as aerosol input, it does not speciate the aerosol, so that physical growth and scattering 

properties are assumed invariant between particles. The latter is a critical assumption given these properties vary significantly between 

different aerosol species (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016). 

The objectives of this paper are to: (i) demonstrate a technique to evaluate the aerosol mass mixing ratio in NWP using ALC 

measurements, and (ii) comment on the potential application of ALC-measured attenuated backscatter profiles in DA. To do so, the 

aerosol component of the Charlton-Perez et al. (2015) FO is extended (hereafter aerFO, section 2) to include aerosol speciation and 

wavelength dependency. A sensitivity study is undertaken to assess the impact of several assumptions in the aerFO (section 3). 

Subsequently, aerFO is used to evaluate mMURK and relative humidity (RH) from the UKV in a city (London, UK) based on a 

comparison of two spring day cases (section 4) and a composite of 11 cloud-free days (section 5). 

2. The cloud-free aerosol Forward Operator (aerFO) 

The aerosol forward operator (aerFO) accounts for aerosols only. Therefore, it is suitable for use in sub-saturated, cloud-free 

conditions, in the absence of hydrometeors. To compute βm (Figure 1) the main inputs are vertical profiles of a bulk aerosol mass 

mixing ratio (such as mMURK) and RH.  Secondary inputs of specific water vapour (q), air temperature (Tair) and air pressure (p) are 

used to correct for water vapour absorption. 

In aerFO the bulk aerosol characteristics (i.e. mean dry particle radius rmd and number concentration N) are determined first (part 1 in 

Figure 1). The mean dry particle radius is a function of the standard mass concentration [mo, kg kg-1] (Claxton, 2013), the standard 

aerosol particle radius ro and a scaling factor p (Figure 1). A similar scaling is applied to estimate N, as a function of the background 

number concentration (N0). When p = 1/6, both N and rmd increase as m increases (Clark et al., 2008; Haywood et al., 2008). The 

aerFO aims to represent the accumulation mode of the aerosol distribution using N0 and r0, as this contains a large proportion of the 
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mass (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016). Here, the accumulation range is defined as 0.04-0.7 μm as interpreted from aerosol distributions 

taken during the winter intensive observation period of the ClearfLo (Bohnenstengel et al., 2015b) and REPARTEE II (Harrison et al., 

2012) campaigns. Default values for aerFO parameters are shown in Table 1. 

Using rmd, RH and the assumed aerosol constituents, Qext is calculated (part 2 in Figure 1) as a function of ALC wavelength (section 

3.1). This includes using a RH-dependent extinction enhancement factor (fext,rh) to represent the change in optical properties due to 

hygroscopic growth of aerosol. The particle extinction coefficient (σext,aer) is then calculated from Qext (part 3 in Figure 1). Because 

water vapour strongly attenuates radiation at certain wavelengths, the water vapour extinction coefficient is calculated explicitly 

(σext,wv) and used with σext,aer in the determination of the total extinction coefficient (σext) (part 3 in Figure 1). When integrated over the 

atmospheric column, from ground (z = 0 m) to a model level height (zi), σext provides the aerosol optical depth (τ) up to height zi. 

Aerosol optical depth is then used to obtain the two-way transmission, T (part 4 in Figure 1). The backscatter (βm, unatt) is derived using 

σext,aer and an assumed lidar ratio (S, i.e. extinction-to-backscatter ratio). Currently, the extinction and backscatter of air molecules is 

not considered in the aerFO. 

Assuming aerosol is the only significant source of backscatter, a lidar ratio S for continental aerosol is applied (Doherty et al., 1999). 

However, S varies considerably in space and time as it is strongly dependent on particle size, shape and refractive index (Müller et al., 

2007); from 20 sr (marine) to over 100 sr (volcanic aerosols) (Ansmann et al., 2010; Boyouk et al., 2011; Dawson et al., 2015; 

Geisinger et al., 2017; Povey et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016). Using the fixed lidar ratio (Table 1) will introduce increased uncertainty 

as continental aerosol becomes less likely (e.g. during sea breezes), but without known values, a fixed S is used in this study. Finally, 

attenuated backscatter (βm) is the product of T and βm,unatt (part 4 in Figure 1). 

 

Table 1: Parameters required by the aerosol forward operator (aerFO) and their default values.* Calculated from ClearfLo Winter 

intensive observation campaign data at North Kensington, London (10 Jan 2012 – 8 Feb 2012) using the DMPS and TSI APS (Bohnenstengel et al., 

2015a). 

Symbol Parameter Default value Value source 

S Lidar ratio 60 sr Doherty et al. (1999) 

η  Proportionality constant 0.75 Clark et al. (2008) 

r0 Standard mass particle radius 1.1 × 10-7 m Haywood et al. (2008) 

N0 Total number concentration 4.461 × 109 m-3
 ClearfLo (Winter) * 

m0 Standard mass mixing ratio 1.8958 × 10-5 kg kg-1 Met Office NWP setting 

p Scaling power 1/6  Clark et al. (2008) 

 

 

 

Figure 1:  The aerosol forward operator (aerFO) to estimate attenuated backscatter from the NWP inputs of aerosol mass mixing 

ratio (m) and relative humidity (RH). See text for details and symbol definitions.  
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As ALC observed scattering is a function of particle size, laser wavelength and atmospheric composition , these effects are 

incorporated in aerFO through Qext. Qext is a function of laser wavelength, aerosol radius and complex index of refraction (Jacobson, 

2005). In humid air, hydrophilic aerosols typically swell through hygroscopic growth, which increases particle size and can change the 

complex index of refraction. Both effects typically increase Qext for individual particles, and, consequently, for the bulk particle 

mixture. Hence, in the aerFO, a dry extinction efficiency (Qext,dry) is calculated and then multiplied by an extinction enhancement 

factor fext,rh (Figure 1, often called f(RH) in the literature). fext,rh is a function of RH and is calculated for each aerosol species 

separately. The assumed proportions of each aerosol are used to create a weighted fext,rh for the bulk aerosol. 

The actual aerosol composition (i.e. constituents and their proportions) is important (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016) to both Qext,dry and 

fext,rh. Qext,dry is a function of the complex index of refraction, which differs between aerosol types. In sufficiently moist conditions fext,rh 

depends on both the particular aerosol’s hygroscopicity and the critical RH required for that aerosol constituent to change phase into a 

saturated solution, at which point the aerosol’s optical characteristics change (Fitzgerald, 1975).  

To incorporate a mixed aerosol composition in the calculation of Qext,dry, aerFO allows the user to specify the aerosol types and 

proportions, including the complex index of refraction for each aerosol species. The relative mass of each species is used to calculate a 

bulk complex index of refraction (n) for the bulk aerosol mixture using the volume mixing method (Liu and Daum, 2008):  

 𝑛 = ∑ 𝑣𝑖  𝑛𝑖𝑖   (1) 

where ni is the partial refractive index and vi the volume fractional contribution of the ith constituent. Here each aerosol constituent’s 

complex index of refraction by wavelength (Table 2) is obtained from the MO NWP radiation suite SOCRATES (Manners et al., 

2015). The aerosol species and their proportions implemented in the current MURK scheme are derived from airborne observations 

(Haywood et al., 2008, their Table 1). Qext,dry is calculated from n based on Mie theory at discrete wavelengths (0.2 nm resolution) 

assuming spherical aerosols (Jacobson, 2005). This assumption is often not met in reality (Aptowicz et al., 2006), so it introduces 

additional uncertainty to the aerFO estimates of βm. However, this uncertainty decreases at higher RH values when aerosols become 

swollen and hence more spherical. Comparison of the Mie code used to calculate Qext,dry to Figure 13 of Haywood et al., (2008) found 

qualitatively minimal difference. Look up tables (LUT) of Qext,dry are produced for dry radii ranging between 5 × 10-10 m and 2 × 10-6 

m, with a resolution of 5 × 10-10 m.  

The MO SOCRATES radiation code is also used to create fext,rh. Based on the Edwards and Slingo, (1996) code, Mie theory 

calculations can be carried out with SOCRATES to derive mass scattering and absorption coefficients for different aerosol types. The 

effect of hygroscopic swelling is parameterised for NH4NO3 and (NH4)2SO4 following Fitzgerald (1975), and organic carbon following 

Varutbangkul et al. (2006).  Then subsequent changes in refractive index and density are used to calculate the optical properties using 

volume weighting. The SOCRATES suite is routinely updated and hence produces accurate fext,rh curves based upon current 

knowledge. To create fext,rh, the complex indices of refraction by wavelength, geometric mass mean radius (rg), geometric standard 

deviation (dg) and a mean number concentration of the aerosol are required for each of the contributing species (Table 2). Sensitivity 

tests showed no difference in fext,rh using different number concentrations, therefore an arbitrary value of 8000 cm-3 is used. For all the 

aerosols, rg is set to 0.11 m (Haywood et al., 2008), i.e. the same value as r0 (Table 1), and dg to 1.6. The latter is estimated from the 

first mode of the observed mass distribution in Regent’s Park, London (Harrison et al., 2012). As with the aerosol type and 

proportions, rg and dg values can be set by the user. 

Table 2: Sources of complex index of refraction from the SOCRATES code by aerosol species used for different ceilometer central 

wavelengths († CL31: 895-915 nm; Lufft CHM15K: 1064 nm). *Absorption set to ~1/3 of the value for aged biomass burning organic 

matter based on MO scientific judgement. As volatile organic compounds were unavailable in SOCRATES, aged fossil fuel organic 

carbon is used instead (MO internal discussion, 04/2017). In this study, the bulk aerosol is assumed to contain ammonium sulphate, 

ammonium nitrate and organic compounds based on airborne observations from Haywood et al. (2008) (section 3.3). 

Aerosol Type Chemical 

Symbol 

Refractive Indices † Part: Source 

895-915 nm 1064 nm 

Ammonium Nitrate NH4NO3 1.61, 1.70 × 10-6 i 1.61, 4.59 × 10-6 i Real: Weasted  (1977); 

Imaginary: Gosse et al. (1997) 

Ammonium Sulphate (NH4)2SO4 1.53, 2.31 × 10-7 i 1.51, 2.22 × 10-6 i Real and Imaginary: Toon et al. 

(1976) 

Aged Fossil Fuel Organic 

Carbon 

N/A 

 

1.54, 6.0 × 10-3 i 1.54, 6.0 × 10-3 i Real and Imaginary: Haywood et al. 

(2003)* 
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SOCRATES produces particle mass-specific scattering Cscat,aer(RH) and absorption Cabs,aer(RH) coefficients for RH between 0 and 100 

%. These are used to calculate specific extinction coefficients Cext,aer(RH):  

 𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑅𝐻) = 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑅𝐻) + 𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠,𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑅𝐻)   (2) 

The extinction enhancement factor fext,rh is the ratio of Cext,aer at a given RH level, to Cext,aer in the complete absence of humidity:  

 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑟ℎ =  
𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑅𝐻)

𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑎𝑒𝑟(𝑅𝐻=0)
   (3) 

fext,rh is stored in a LUT for use in the aerFO. 

 

As the amount of water vapour attenuation can be significant for some ALC wavelengths (e.g. Vaisala CL31, Wiegner and Gasteiger, 

2015), the water vapour extinction (σext,wv) needs to be incorporated into the aerFO: 

 𝜎𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑤𝑣 = 𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠,𝑤𝑣(𝑟𝑣, 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 , 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟) ∗  𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 , 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟) ∗ 𝑟𝑣(𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 , 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟) (4) 

where 𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠,𝑤𝑣 is the specific water vapour absorption coefficient, rv is the water vapour mixing ratio, Tair the air temperature and ρair 

the air density. As the scattering of light by water vapour is negligible at ALC wavelengths, 𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠,𝑤𝑣 = 𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑤𝑣. ρair and rv can be 

calculated using the NWP model outputs of Tair, pair and specific humidity (q). Cabs,wv values were obtained using a line-by-line 

radiative transfer model LBLRTM 12.2 (Clough et al., 2005, 1992) were stored in a LUT after evaluation against atmospheric radiance 

spectra observed by an interferometer sounder.  

Finally, the ALC wavelength range must be considered when estimating Qext and 𝜎𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑤𝑣 as the lasers do not operate strictly on one 

singular wavelength only. For example, the central wavelength of Vaisala CL31 ceilometers is reported to be 905 ± 10 nm with a 

spectral width of 4 nm at full width half maximum (FWHM; section 3.1; Kotthaus et al., 2016). Therefore, to incorporate the effect of 

spectral width, Gaussian weighting with a FWHM of 4 nm is used when calculating Qext,dry, fext,rh and 𝜎𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑤𝑣. The weight is applied to 

the LUT of Qext,dry, to fext,rh when calculating Cscat,aer(RH) and Cabs,aer(RH) in SOCRATES and to the LUT of 𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠,𝑤𝑣 before calculating 

𝜎𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑤𝑣.  

3. Methods 

3.1. ALC data 

Vertical profiles of aerFO-derived βm (Section 2) are compared to βo from five London Urban Meteorological Observatory (LUMO) 

(Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2014; Table 3) Vaisala CL31 ALC, deployed at four sites in central London (Figure 2). Both hardware and 

firmware are critical for interpretation of the attenuated backscatter profiles observed, with older hardware (generation 311) generally 

having lower signal-to-noise ratios (SNR, Kotthaus et al., 2016). Also, ripple effects occur in some transmitters (generation CLT321) 

(section 3.1 in Kotthaus et al., 2016) that may deteriorate βo quality. Two generations of hardware are operated in LUMO during the 

study period analysed (Feb 2015 – Dec 2016; Table 3).  

Attenuated backscatter profiles recorded at 15 s and 10 m resolution, are corrected for instrument-related background and near-range 

artefacts (Kotthaus et al., 2016). A centred moving average is applied with windows of 25 min (101 time steps) and 110 m (11 range 

gates) to increase the SNR (section 4.2 in Kotthaus et al., 2016). The vertical range is converted to height above ground level (agl). 

Comparison is undertaken for the lowest 2000 m agl as the atmospheric boundary layer did not exceed this limit during the case study 

days analysed (Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2018) . The FWHM of the Vaisala CL31 laser wavelength is 4 nm, where FWHM is defined 

as the width across the function where the dependent variable is half of the peak value. The uncertainty in the Vaisala CL31 central 

wavelength is < ±10 nm (Kotthaus et al., 2016), so here the average central wavelength of 905 nm is taken, as specified by the 

manufacturer. This is used as the centre in the Gaussian weighting function, along with the FWHM of 4 nm, to calculate Qext,dry, fext,rh 

and 𝜎𝑒𝑥𝑡,𝑤𝑣. For the comparison, the nearest βo vertical profile in time was used for each βm profile. In section 5.2, the near-surface 

model values are compared to the second ceilometer range gate (20 m above sensor) as the first gate is prone to augmented noise 

(Kotthaus et al., 2016). The CL31 reaches complete optical overlap at 70 m and observations below this height are corrected. Further, 

near-range artefacts (Kotthaus et al., 2016) are accounted for so that the profile data can be used basically from the first range gate. For 

the comparison of vertical profiles (section 5.3) the value of βo at the nearest vertical height to the βm level is selected. 

The smoothed ALC signal profiles of attenuated backscatter are calibrated using a daily calibration coefficient. The calibration 

coefficients are calculated using the ‘cloud method’(O’Connor et al., 2004). An apparent lidar ratio in stratocumulus cloud is estimates 

from the attenuated backscatter and then scaled to the lidar ratio of stratocumulus cloud (18.8 sr). The calibration coefficients are 

calculated based on the attenuated backscatter profiles corrected for instrument-related background (Kotthaus et al., 2016) using the 

automatic procedure of  Hopkin et al. (2017, n.d.). This requires stratocumulus clouds to be present and some knowledge of vertical 
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profiles of water vapour. UKV water vapour vertical profiles, for the nearest grid-point to KSSW (Figure 2) were used to account for 

water vapour absorption. As we focus on clear and stratocumulus free days, the time series of calibration coefficients for days with 

stratocumulus cloud were interpolated for each instrument, with key hardware changes and window transmission (i.e. cleanliness [%]) 

accounted for. The daily calibration coefficients LUT is based on time period averages or linear regression relations with reported 

window transmission for each instrument.  

Table 3: Ceilometers at each site (Figure 2) from LUMO network (Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2014) . ALC data analysed for the spring comparison (*) 

and 12 cloud-free days between 5/2/2015 – 31/ 12/2016 [2015: 14/4, 15/4, 21/4, 11/6, 2016: 19/1; 4/5; 23/8, 11/9, 25/11, 29/11, 30/11, 4/12]. 

All heights are metres above ground level (m agl) . † Older (311) and newer (321) generation.   

Site Ceilometer ID  hardware generation † firmware versions  Height [m agl] Analysis 

KSS45W CL31-A 311 1.71, 1.72 32.9 4 days 
IMU CL31-A 311 1.72, 1.74 91.0 7 days 
RGS CL31-B 311 1.71, 1.72, 1.74 8.7 8 days 
MR CL31-C 321 2.02, 2.03, 2.04 4.5 12 days * 
NK CL31-D 321 2.02, 2.03, 2.04 3.8 5 days 
NK CL31-E 321 2.03, 2.04 3.8 7 days 

 

3.2. Ancillary data 

To aid interpretation of βm and βo differences, in-situ surface observations (4, Figure 2) are used, including hourly PM10 from three 

London Air Quality Network sites (LAQN, King’s College London, 2016) near LUMO ceilometer sites (Figure 2). Because the 

MURK bulk aerosol is the total mass of aerosol of all sizes and PM10 is the total mass of aerosol with diameters below 10 μm, the two 

are not directly comparable. RH sampled using the Vaisala WXT520 sensors at 5 s and averaged to 60 s (Kotthaus and Grimmond, 

2014) is used to assess modelled near-surface RH. Turbulent sensible heat fluxes derived from CSAT3 3D sonic anemometer 

observations (flux processing details in Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2014) are compared with turbulent surface fluxes from the model. 

Table 4: Ancillary instrumentation at each site from LUMO (Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2014) and LAQN (Mittal et al., 2016) networks. WS: weather station 

model. All heights are meters above ground level (m agl) 

Site Height [m agl]  Site Height [m agl] LAQN site  Closest LUMO site Height [m agl] 

WS: Davis Vintage Pro WS: Vaisala WXT520 Filter Dynamics Measurement Systems  

BCT 145.0 KSK 38.8 MY1 MR 4.5 
BFCL 21.0 KSNW 47.1 KC1 NK 2.8 
BGH 49.0 KSSW 41.3 KC2 RGS 3.6 

IML 25.5 Sonic anemometer: Campbell Sci. CSAT3    

IMU 91.0 KSSW 46.2    

 

Figure 2: LUMO and LAQN measurement sites (ceilometer instruments: Table 3; ancillary instruments: 4) in central London with 

relevant UKV 1.5 x 1.5 km grid cells (yellow), and surface cover type (data source described in Lindberg and Grimmond, 

2011); within Greater London and the British Isles (insets). 
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3.3.  Data from the NWP model 

The NWP inputs (RH, mMURK) used to drive the aerFO are from the 3 hourly, 36 h MO operational UKV forecast (1.5 km). The aerFO 

calculations of βm are performed hourly, from 3 h after the forecast begins, using archived UKV data for 5 grid cells (Figure 2).  

The MO UKV MURK aerosol is a single mass mixing ratio (mMURK, kg kg-1) and a passive tracer. It represents a bulk aerosol 

composed of ammonium sulphate, ammonium nitrate and organic carbon (Table 2) based on the aerosol species measured by 

Haywood et al. (2008) during four flights around the UK’s coast. 

The data analysis is undertaken after the aerosol model changed (5 February 2015) and the MURK ancillaries were updated to improve 

the visibility forecast (Appendix 1). For comparison against PM10 concentrations (section 5.2), mMURK units are converted to kg m-3 by 

multiplying it with the UVK air density, derived from UKV air temperature and pressure fields. 

In the UKV, JULES (Best et al., 2011) accounts for the land surface effects. On 16 March 2016 the urban land surface option was 

upgraded from the 1-tile scheme (Best, 1998) (hereafter the Best scheme) to MORUSES (Bohnenstengel et al., 2011; Porson et al., 

2010). The latter aims to improve the parameterisation of surface-atmosphere interactions in cities through a better representation of 

the heat and moisture fluxes from urban surfaces. This is done using two urban tiles which account for the street canyon (walls, road) 

and the roof, respectively. 

3.4. Study periods 

To evaluate the NWP output of mMURK and RH, and explore the possible implications of changing the urban surface scheme, analysis is 

undertaken for two spring cases (14 April 2015 and 04 May 2016) from before and after the change to MORUSES respectively 

(section 5.1). A more general evaluation of βm is performed based on 11 cloud-free days between 5 February 2015 and 31 December 

2016 (Table 3). These cases have data for at least 2 ALC but without clouds at any height for > 99 % of the day (section 5). 

4. Sensitivity Analyses 

Several simplifying assumptions are made within the aerFO and about its inputs (Section 2). To understand the implications and 

uncertainties associated with these, sensitivity analyses are conducted, addressing potential issues with the aerosol species 

(section 4.2), laser wavelength (section 4.3) and NWP model variables required as input by the aerFO (section 4.4 and 4.5).  

4.1. Sensitivity of total number concentration (N0) to defined accumulation radii range 

To calculate N0, the accumulation range of the aerosol distribution needs to be defined, so that N0 is representative of the same mode as 

r0. However, aerosol distributions change in time and space (Rodriguez et al., 2007), such that the range of radii for the accumulation 

mode varies. Therefore, it is important to test the implications of this assumption in calculating N0.  

A comparison of different radii ranges reveals that N0 is highly sensitive to the range of radius used to define the accumulation range, 

and specifically the lowest limit used (Table 5). Reducing the lower limit of the range can extend into the finer mode of the aerosol 

distribution, which dominates the number distribution of total aerosol (e.g. Figure 13 in Harrison et al., 2012). Increasing the upper 

limit has a smaller effect due to the fewer number of aerosols at larger sizes. The choice of radii range could consequently have a large 

impact on βm as N0 ∝ N ∝ σext. For example, βm,unatt is 15.3 % smaller if the radii range is 0.05 – 0.7 instead of 0.04 – 0.7 μm, and 53.4 

% larger if a radii range of 0.02 – 0.7 μm is used, simply due to the variation in estimated N0 (Table 5). Given the high sensitivity of N0 

to radii range, future analysis of additional aerosol distribution observations could inform the definition of a more suitable radius range 

and reduce the uncertainty in estimating βm.     

Table 5: Total number concentration (N0) calculated using different ranges of radius to define the accumulation range of the total aerosol distribution. Example extinction 

(σext) and unattenuated backscatter (βm,unatt) coefficients calculated for m = 18.0 μg kg-1 and RH = 60 % . † Currently used in aerFO.  

Total number concentration  

(N0, cm-3) 

Radii range  

(μm) 

Extinction coefficient (σext, 

m-1) 

Unattenuated backscatter 

coefficient (βm,unatt, m
-1 sr-1) 

3769 0.05 – 0.7  1.49 × 10-5 2.48 × 10-7 

4461 0.04 – 0.7 † 1.76 × 10-5 2.94 × 10-7 

5426 0.03 – 0.7  2.15 × 10-5 3.58 × 10-7 

6824 0.02 – 0.7  2.70 × 10-5 4.50 × 10-7 

4471 0.04 – 1.0  1.77 × 10-5 2.95 × 10-7 
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4.2.  Sensitivity of extinction efficiency to aerosol species 

To calculate Qext, aerosol types and their relative volumes are required from the NWP model (section 2). Currently, for consistency 

with mMURK assumptions (Appendix 1), aerFO assumes that the bulk aerosol is externally mixed and consists of ammonium sulphate 

((NH4)2SO4), ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) and organic carbon (OC), with fixed relative volumes in space and time. However, as other 

aerosol types may be present in addition (e.g. salt and black carbon, Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016) and the relative fractions are likely to 

vary (e.g. at monthly, daily and hourly time scales; Harrison et al., 2012; Young et al., 2015), implications of these assumptions are 

assessed. 

For this sensitivity study, fext,rh and Qext,dry are varied separately for seven commonly observed aerosol types (Seinfeld and Pandis, 

2016). SOCRATES is used to calculate fext,rh (section 2).  Each aerosol is assumed to have an idealised distribution with a fixed 

geometric mean radius (rg) of 0.11 μm (Haywood et al., 2008) and fixed geometric standard deviation (dg) of 1.6 except for salt. Salt 

(generic NaCl), can be relatively coarse compared to (NH4)2SO4, (NH4NO3) and OC, so here rg is set to 8.0 μm. Given black carbon’s 

highly hygrophobic nature, fext,rh is set to 1 (Forster et al., 2007) for this species. Calculations are undertaken for the Vaisala CL31 

ceilometer laser wavelengths (λ = 905 nm with FWHM of 4 nm, section 3.1). 

Large differences in fext,rh occur between the different aerosol species, with the highest discrepancies between salt and black carbon 

(Figure 3). The variation in fext,rh reflects differences in the hygroscopic nature of the aerosol types and hygroscopic growth with water 

condensation (Haeffelin et al., 2016). These large differences in fext,rh between commonly observed aerosol types suggest that using 

only (NH4)2 SO4, NH4NO3 and aged fossil-fuel (for OC) could lead to a poor estimation of the “true” fext,rh.  

The uncertainty in fext,rh will increase as the unaccounted aerosol proportion increases, especially if its fext,rh is significantly different 

from the applied proxies. For instance, the mean mass fraction of black carbon can be large in some cities (up to 17% during winter in 

London, Liu et al., 2014), and therefore omitting it (as e.g. in the MURK-mixture; Appendix 1) could lead to an overestimation of 

hygroscopic growth . Similarly, the sea salt fraction can increase from episodic events (e.g. sea breezes and gales), or be naturally high 

in cities exposed to maritime flows such as Glasgow (AQEG, 2005). However, some combinations of aerosols may have 

compensatory effects on fext,rh; for example, salt (high fext,rh) and black carbon (low fext,rh) in approximately equal amounts.  

The uncertainty in fext,rh increases with increasing RH (Figure 3) as growth rates differ by aerosol type above the critical RH value of 

approximately 40%. Black carbon is notably different to all other species tested as it is insensitive to changes in RH. The uncertainty is 

highest near saturated conditions, where the particles would continue to grow into cloud and rain droplets. This indicates βm needs to 

be interpreted carefully in high humidity conditions, however, the large uncertainty at high RH is not considered critical here as the 

aerFO focuses on cloud-free conditions only. 

 

Figure 3: Extinction enhancement factors (fext,rh) as a function of relative humidity (RH) for several aerosol types commonly observed in urban areas 

for a mean wavelength of 905 nm, with a full width half maximum of 4 nm. MURK (black) is a bulk aerosol type including ammonium sulphate 
((NH4)2SO4), ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) and aged fossil-fuel organic compounds (to represent organic carbon (OC)) used to represent the aerosol 

field in the UKV. The dry mean geometric radius (rg) of all aerosol types is assumed to be 0.11 μm except for generic NaCl (rg  = 8.0 μm). 

Geometric standard deviation (dg) is set to 1.6 μm for all aerosols. 
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The variation of urban aerosol types (Harrison et al., 2012; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016; Young et al., 2015) also impacts the dry 

scattering and absorption properties of the bulk particle (defined by their complex index of refraction, Jacobson, 2005) and causes 

differences in extinction. A clear impact of particle type on Qext,dry is evident (Figure 4). Notably, the extinction efficiency of black 

carbon shows a different pattern compared to the other species because of its relatively high absorptivity and low scattering properties. 

In cities where black carbon is a critical proportion of the mass, for example in London (Liu et al., 2014), Ostrava (Kucbel et al., 2017) 

or Beijing (Ji et al., 2017), bulk aerosol characteristics should account for black carbon with its distinct characteristics. 

 

Figure 4: Dry extinction efficiency (Qext,dry) calculated for several aerosol types (no particle swelling) observed in urban areas and the bulk aerosol 

composition of MURK (section 2), for a range of radius rmd. Calculations are based on Mie theory and a laser wavelength of 905 nm.  

4.3. Sensitivity of extinction efficiency to lidar central wavelength 

The central wavelength of ALC lasers differs between models (e.g. Vaisala CT25K,  CL31, CL51 at 905 nm; Lufft CHM15K at 1064 

nm (Flynn, 2004;  Lufft, 2016)). Furthermore, some uncertainty is associated with the nominal centre wavelength of individual sensors 

of the same model (Kotthaus et al., 2016). Therefore the implications of wavelength variation on fext,rh and Qext,dry uncertainty are 

explored. 

The variation with respect to wavelength from the nominal 905 nm (e.g. Vaisala) was assessed across the range 895 to 915 nm (1 nm 

resolution) because the centre wavelength uncertainty may vary by < ±10 nm (Kotthaus et al., 2016).  fext,rh across this wavelength 

range was found to differ from the factor at the nominal centre wavelength by maximal ~2%, so that this uncertainty can be neglected 

(see Figure S.1 in supplemental materials). However, the variation in Qext,dry across the wavelength range was larger, and greatest at a 

mean radius of ~0.8 – 2 μm (Figure 5). A detected wavelike pattern with respect to radius can be explained by Qext,dry becoming 

increasingly out of phase for each wavelength, with respect to values calculated at 905 nm For typical rmd estimates (0.08 – 0.15 μm) 

and mass mixing ratios (1 μg kg-1 < mMURK < 100 μg kg-1), the effect of varying wavelength on Qext,dry reaches up to 6% for MURK and 

up to 8% for ammonium sulphate and ammonium nitrate. This relatively high sensitivity of Qext,dry to small variations in λ suggests 

results of the aerFO could be improved if the exact centre wavelength of the laser was known. However, where this information is not 

available from the manufacturer, this uncertainty remains.  
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Figure 5: Dry extinction coefficient (Qext,dry) variation with mean aerosol radius rmd [μm] for different monochromatic wavelengths (colour) normalized 

by results at 905 nm for MURK; MURK’s three constituents: ammonium sulphate, ammonium nitrate and organic carbon; and two additional common 

aerosol species (generic sea salt and black carbon). Particle swelling is not accounted for in this test. 

 Given multiple ALC networks can contain different instruments, with largely different wavelengths, the importance of this inter-

instrument wavelength variation on estimating βm was briefly explored. To do this, the impact of laser wavelength on fext,rh and Qext,dry 

for the two most common ALC wavelength (1064 nm, FWHM of 0.1 nm e.g. Lufft, and 905 nm, FWHM of 4 nm, e.g. Vaisala) was 

compared. The ratio of the enhancement factor for the two wavelengths is calculated for MURK and the three MURK aerosols 

constituents (Figure 6). As fext,rh differs by up to ~30 % between these wavelengths, the aerFO allows the user to specify the centre 

laser wavelength and FWHM to enable appropriate comparison of modelled and observed attenuated backscatter. 

 

Figure 6: Extinction enhancement coefficient (fext,rh) ratio between 1064 nm with FWHM = 0.1 nm and 905 nm with FWHM = 4 nm, against RH, for 

MURK and the different aerosol species within MURK. Note: results for ammonium nitrate (green) are almost identical to those for MURK (red). 
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As for fext,rh, Qext,dry results clearly differ when calculated for the two most common ALC centre wavelengths (i.e. 905 and 1064 nm ; 

Figure 7) for common aerosol radii tested in the aerFO (0.08 – 0.15 μm). At 1064 nm, Qext,dry of MURK can be up to 50% lower 

compared to the results at 905 nm (Figure 7). This reaffirms the conclusion that the aerFO must account for ALC laser wavelength in 

order to accurately estimate Qext,dry. Hence, sensor networks with a mix of ALC types, must account for these differences by 

calculating Qext,dry separately for the operated laser wavelengths. 

 

Figure 7: As Figure 5Error! Reference source not found., but for different central wavelengths commonly used by ALC, i.e. 905 nm (e.g. Vaisala) and 1064 nm (e.g. Lufft). 

Dashed line represents a constant ratio of 1. 

4.4.  Sensitivity of forward-modelled unattenuated backscatter to relative humidity and aerosol mass mixing ratio  

The sensitivity of aerFO calculated unattenuated backscatter (βm, unatt) to aerosol mass mixing ratio m and relative humidity RH was 

tested to inform analysis of βm and to attribute inaccuracies correctly to either m or RH. βm, unatt increases with increasing m and RH 

(Figure 8). At higher m values there is greater sensitivity, mainly because βm, unatt is ∝ σext and σext ∝ N and σext ∝ rmd
2 (Figure 1). 

Additionally, the relation of σext to Qext,dry also increases exponentially for common aerosol size regimes (rmd ≅ 0.07 – 0.15 μm, with 1 

> m > 100 μg kg-1).  

The increase in βm, unatt with RH reveals a stronger exponential relation. The sensitivity of βm, unatt to RH is low when RH < 60 %, but 

greatly increases if RH > 60 %. This reflects both the physical growth of particle size and the change in the complex index of 

refraction caused by hygroscopic swelling, which is parameterised through fext,rh (Figure 8). This relation suggests small inaccuracies 

in RH at high RH levels could have a large impact on βm, unatt and therefore βm. However, variations in RH at drier conditions (<~60 %) 

have little effect on the βm, unatt estimated. 
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Figure 8: Sensitivity of aerFO estimated unattenuated backscatter (βm, unatt) [m-1 sr-1] to modelled aerosol mass m [μg kg-1] for different RH [%] (colour). 

Dashed lines indicate decreased confidence in βm, unatt because the assumption that no aerosols have reached a critical radius and become 

cloud condensation nuclei is unlikely to be met. 

4.5. Sensitivity of water vapour extinction coefficient to ceilometer central wavelength 

The sensitivity of water vapour extinction coefficient Cabs,wv to wavelength across the range 895 – 915 m can be high and it varies 

(Wiegner and Gasteiger, 2015). Water vapour absorption is low around the wavelength of 1064 nm so can be ignored for sensors 

operating lasers in that region. Cabs,wv for the default settings of the aerFO (section 2) is found to vary by a factor of two across the 

wavelength range 895 - 915 nm (not shown). However, as the sensitivity of βm to Cabs,wv is rather low, a maximum difference in βm of 

6.3 % is associated with the Cabs,wv values for the wavelength region tested. Again, if the specific central wavelength for each 

instrument (e.g. measured or manufacturer provided) was available to the aerFO, the uncertainty associated with water vapour 

absorption could be reduced (Wiegner and Gasteiger, 2015). 

5. Performance of aerFO on cloud-free days in 2015-2016 

Between 5 February 2015 – 31 December 2016 there were 11 entirely cloud-free days with more than one ALC in the LUMO network 

(Table 3) recording data. Of these, 4 are modelled using the Best scheme and 7 using MORUSES (section 3.3). The impact of the 

urban surface scheme is discussed (section 5.1) before analysing the general performance of aerFO on the cloud-free days (Sect. 5.2 

and 5.3). 

5.1. Importance of surface scheme in estimating attenuated backscatter  

The aerFO can be used as a tool to explore implications of the change in MO urban surface scheme (section 3.3) on βm results. To 

demonstrate the use of the aerFO in this way, the difference between modelled and observed attenuated backscatter is compared along 

with sensible heat flux and other UKV model fields. Figure 9 shows a comparison between two spring cases (14 May 2015 and 04 

May 2016), when the Best and MORUSES urban surface schemes were used respectively (section 3.3). Figure 10 shows the sensible 

heat flux (QH) from the UKV for each grid cell that overlays a ceilometer site, and observed from KSSW (Figure 2), for both spring 

cases. From this case study comparison, it is evident that the mixing layer starts to grow ~3 h later on the day simulated using the Best 

scheme (14 April 2015) compared to the MORUSES example (04 May 2016). Although several factors, including synoptic conditions, 

radiative forcing, and atmospheric stability are likely to explain some day-to-day variations in boundary layer dynamics, a systematic 

delay of the rise in turbulent sensible heat flux and in response morning transition onset is found for results obtained with the Best 

scheme in general (King, 2015) and was also the case on 14 April 2015 (Figure 10). The reduced vertical exchange predicted by the 

Best scheme is linked to a delayed increase of the modelled sensible heat flux QH,m. As a result, a strong positive bias (Δβ = βm – βo) 

near the surface (Figure 9c, left) persisting for the time with delayed mixing layer growth is usually detected for days modelled with 
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the Best scheme. As reported by King (2015), the timing of turbulent mixing is clearly improved in the MORUSES scheme so that the 

positive morning bias in attenuated backscatter near the surface vanishes much earlier (~0900) in the example shown (Figure 9i). 

Given the importance of vertical mixing dynamics for the spatial distribution of scattering aerosols, the accuracy of turbulent processes 

represented in the surface scheme have direct influence on βm results. For the UKV, the comparison (Figure 9) suggests that the 

improvements of MORUSES compared to Best translate into a better agreement between modelled and observed attenuated 

backscatter. 

 

Figure 9: Vertical profiles of attenuated backscatter [m-1 sr-1] that are (a, g) observed (βo) with estimated mixing layer height (red crosses, Kotthaus and 

Grimmond, 2018) and (b, h) forward modelled (βm) using the aerFO (section 2).(c, i) Attenuated backscatter difference (βm - βo) calculated using 

the hourly βm vertical profile and the vertical profile of βo nearest in time; (d, j) aerosol mass mixing ratio (m) [μg kg-1]; (e, k) relative humidity 
(RH) [%] and (f, l) air temperature (Tair) [°C] at MR (Figure 2), with (a-e)14 April 2015 using the Best urban surface scheme and (g-l) 04 May 

2016 using the MORUSES urban surface scheme. Note that (a, b, g, h) are plotted on a log scale and (c, i) colour bar has a range of ±5 × 10-6 m-1 

sr-1 on a symmetric log scale.   

 

Figure 10: Modelled sensible heat flux [W m-2] from the UKV for the grid cells over each ceilometer site (Figure 2) and observed sensible heat flux at 

KSSW (QH,o black) from a CSAT3 sonic anemometer for: (a) 14 April 2015 (Best urban scheme) and (b) 04 May 2016 (MORUSES urban scheme). 
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5.2. Near-surface evaluation 

Near-surface data across the 11 cloud-free days are analysed (βm, βo, mMURK and PM10, section 3.4). The data includes the in-situ PM10 

measurements and mMURK taken at the nearest vertical model level to the PM10 instrument height. βo is taken at the second range gate 

(section 3.1) and βm is selected at the model level closest to that height. Generally, βm is lower than βo (mean βm/βo = 0.53), and the 

variability of βm/ βo increases with increasing m and RH (see Figure S 2, supplementary materials).  

Difference in UKV bulk aerosol mass mixing ratio and observed PM10 (Δm) near the surface (~20 m range) when compared to Δβ has 

a positive correlation (Figure 11, Spearman correlation coefficient R = 0.46; Table 6 for collocated LAQN/LUMO sites NK and MR, 

Figure 2), and between Δm and Δlog10(β) correlation is stronger (0.80). Assuming errors in modelled RH are small and settings of the 

aerFO are appropriate, these statistically significant relations suggest that instances of Δβ and Δlog10(β) can be attributed to errors in 

mMURK. Furthermore, Δβ and Δlog10(β) at higher heights are likely explained by inaccurate mMURK at higher levels. 

Comparing Δm and Δβ, the larger outliers are associated with particularly high model RH (RHm > ~90 %). Given βm is very sensitive to 

RHm in humid conditions (section 4.4), any errors in RHm translate to errors in βm via errors in fext,rh. Hence, at high levels of RH 

uncertainty in humidity can be the dominant factor in Δβ explaining the increased scatter in the relation between Δβ and Δm and a 

weaker Spearman correlation coefficient R. If conditions of RHm > 90 % are excluded, the Δβ and Δm correlation increases (Table 6). 

Excluding RHm > 70 % conditions increases R to 0.58. In addition, other aerFO assumptions may make βm inappropriate at high RH 

leading to greater scatter. For example, fext,rh does not account for the activation of particles into cloud droplets and the continental 

aerosol aerFO lidar ratio is incompatible with cloud droplets. This supports the argument that under high RH, errors in RH dominate 

Δβ. However, the impact of sub-sampling at lower RH for Δlog10(β) makes little discernible difference. 

Despite their statistically significant relation, some of Δβ (and Δlog10(β)) remains unexplained by Δm. Several aspects could play a 

role. One source of uncertainty lies in the observed βo in the near range where instrument-related artefacts (reported e.g. for CL31) 

introduce errors into the attenuated backscatter profiles. Although these artefacts are corrected on average, uncertainty remains 

(Kotthaus et al., 2016). Some uncertainty may also arise from using observed PM10 to compare to mMURK. PM10 measures the total 

mass of aerosols of size < 10 μm whereas mMURK represents aerosols of any size. Although the mass above 10 μm is not always 

insignificant due to the presence of very coarse particles such as sea-salt, the number of particles above 10 μm is often small (Figure 

8.11 in Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016). Given aerFO is based on a series of assumptions regarding the composition of the bulk aerosol, 

errors will be introduced into βm if the aerosol proxy used does not sufficiently accurately represent the real atmospheric composition 

(both in terms of constituents and their relative proportions). Many other aerosol species may be present in London with variations at 

seasonal and hourly timescales (Young et al., 2015). Given that the complex index of refraction and hygroscopicity vary with aerosol 

species, inappropriate simplifications can cause errors in Qext (section 4.2).  

 

Figure 11: Hourly differences in aerosol mixing ratios (modelled mMURK - observed PM10 [μg m-3]) versus differences in attenuated backscatter (Δβ =βm 

- βo [m -1 sr-1]) at MR (Figure 2) with UKV relative humidity (colour) indicated. βm values for 21.7 m agl, which corresponds to the ALC’s second 
range gate. mMURK for 5 m agl which is closest to the PM10 observation height. Nearest time of βo vertical profile is compared to each βm profile 

(288 profiles, from 12 days, Table 3). Spearman correlation coefficient R = 0.46, p-value > 0.00. 
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Table 6: Spearman correlation coefficient (R) of Δlog10(β) and Δβ against Δm, using different hourly sub-samples defined by model relative humidity 

(RHm). 

Model RH range included 

[%] 

Sample size 

[hours] 

Spearman correlation coefficient (R)  

Δlog10(β) against Δm Δβ against Δm 

0 – 100 280 0.80 0.46 

0 – 90 276 0.81 0.47 

0 – 80 238 0.80 0.50 

0 – 70 159 0.80 0.58 

0 – 60 93 0.67 0.54 

0 – 50 53 0.74 0.62 

0 – 40 17 0.61 0.70 

 

Figure 12 shows the absolute error in attenuated backscatter (|Δβ| = |βm – βo|) binned by Δm. |Δβ| tends to decrease with increasing Δm 

between -50 and 75 μg m-3, and is likely compensating a bias in the aerFO. The aerFO attempts to only represent aerosol in the 

accumulation mode (Table 1) as it contains a large proportion of total aerosol mass. When mMURK is high, this leads to higher estimates 

of N and rmd in the aerFO, which in turn increases estimates of βm. The higher βm estimates then compensate for the lack of coarse and 

fine mode aerosol representation in the aerFO. Consequently, future versions of the aerFO could improve estimates of βm if multiple 

modes of the aerosol distribution are represented more accurately through estimating rmd and N individually. 

 

Figure 12: Absolute error in attenuated backscatter (|βm – βo| [m -1 sr-1]) binned by difference in aerosol mixing ratios, (Δm = modelled mMURK - 
observed PM10 [μg m-3]) at MR (Figure 2). Bin size = 25 kg m-3. Sample means (blue circles), median (orange line) and inter-quartile range (box 

extent), and 5th and 95th percentiles (whiskers), statistical outliers (crosses) shown, with sample sizes above each boxplot. Same data samples used as in 

Figure 11. Boxplot omitted for 100 < Δm ≤ 125 μg m-3 due to the low sample size. 

5.3. Diurnal variation in agreement between integrated forward modelled attenuated backscatter and observed attenuated 

backscatter   

The differences in vertical profiles of βm and βo are assessed in order to identify whether consistent differences occur by time of day. 

Figure 13 shows the median and interquartile range of the absolute error (|βm – βo|) at each site (Figure 2) by time of day. Four days are 

analysed when βo is available across all sites, from 73 m to 10 % below the mixing layer height (estimated from MR 

CL31observations, Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2018). This is to ensure that the same number of samples are used at each site despite 

different measurement heights (Table 3) but varies with mixing layer height growth/decay (Figure 13 numbers for each hour). 

The variation in absolute error for each site is similar across the sites (~ 5 × 10-7 m-1 sr-1). The generally higher absolute error values at 

KSS45W and RGS, with older generation hardware and software (Table 3), is likely explained by the higher noise levels and increased 
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susceptibility to instrumental artefacts present in observed attenuated backscatter profiles (section 3.1 in Kotthaus et al., 2016). The 

higher noise and effect of instrumental artefacts in older instrument results also reduced Spearman correlation coefficients (not 

shown). 

 

Figure 13: Hourly median (dashed) and IQR (shading) of the absolute error |βm – βo| at five ALC sites (Figure 2), calculated for four cloud-free sample 

days (14, 15, 21 April 2015 and 19 January 2016), using hourly βm vertical profiles and the vertical profile of βo nearest in time. Profiles of βm and βo 

were compared between 73 m and 10 % below the top of the mixing layer height estimated from Vaisala CL31 observations at MR (Kotthaus and 
Grimmond, 2018). Sample size for each hourly composite bin are shown above each hour. Note: sample sizes are the same for each site and are lower 

when the mixing layer height was lower in the early morning, late evening.  

6. Conclusions  

The aerosol lidar forward operator (aerFO) developed (section 2) to estimate attenuated backscatter (βm) for cloud-free conditions, 

when aerosols are the dominant scatterers, is evaluated in an urban setting. The aerFO requires numerical weather prediction (NWP) 

model forecast as input. Besides the aerosol field, relative humidity (RH) is required. If only a bulk aerosol mass mixing ratio (m) is 

available from NWP, the aerFO includes estimates of species-specific properties based on aerosol composition assumptions. Here, 

mMURK and RH taken from the Met Office UKV (1.5 km) is used to explore the aerFO and applications. 

Assumptions within the aerFO are assessed based on sensitivity studies. The choice of radius range used to calculate N0 is critical 

given the sensitivity of βm to number concentration N. Use of observed aerosol distribution data could allow more appropriate values 

for N0 to be determined and reduce the uncertainty in βm. There are differences in both the dry extinction efficiency (Qext,dry) and the 

extinction enhancement factor (fext,rh) for commonly observed urban constituents. Notably, black carbon has very distinct signatures 

caused by its high absorptivity, low scattering properties, hygroscopicity and physical particle growth. Consequently, accuracy of βm 

can be improved by providing aerFO with more accurate aerosol species composition and proportions of the bulk aerosol quantity. If 

atmospheric constituents are significantly different to those assumed, biases could be inadvertently introduced when assimilating βo.  

Different automatic lidars and ceilometers (ALC) have different laser central wavelengths plus uncertainty (e.g. for Vaisala CL31, 

available specifications are rather vague 905 ± 10 nm). The impact of varying wavelength on estimated optical properties is explored. 

The sensitivity of fext,rh to wavelength for the wavelength range 895 – 915 nm (i.e. common for Vaisala ALC) is small (< 1.5%). 

However, for some aerosol species Qext,dry is clearly affected by uncertainties in laser wavelength (~8 % for ammonium sulphate and 

ammonium nitrate). The mass absorption of water vapour is found to vary by a factor of two across this wavelength range, translating 

into an uncertainty in βm of 6.3 %. Hence, given spectral variations of absorption and extinction even small variations in laser 

wavelength can be important in this region. If the centre laser wavelength can be specified more accurately in the aerFO settings (e.g. 

than Vaisala CL31 rather vague 905 ± 10 nm) such variations in Qext,dry could be accounted for by the aerFO. Manufacturers are 

encouraged to release this information for each instrument, to permit more accurate estimates of the various wavelength related 
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variables, including water vapour absorption. 

Comparing results for the two most common ALC wavelengths, i.e.  905 nm (e.g. Vaisala) and 1064 nm (e.g. Lufft) reveals large 

differences in both Qext,dry and fext,rh. Therefore, different look up tables of aerFO should be used for different laser wavelengths.  

Sensitivity studies of unattenuated backscatter (βm,unatt) to aerFO inputs of m and RH allow attribution from their inaccuracies to be 

assessed. βm,unatt is sensitive to m with a weak exponential relation that increases with increasing m. Overall, RH has a relatively 

weaker relation with βm than with m. However, there is a stronger exponential relation between RH and βm,unatt at high RH values 

(>~60%) caused by the exponential growth of particles parameterised by fext,rh. This suggests that RH becomes increasingly important 

for the accurate estimation of βm as RH increases. Therefore, the impact of errors in RH will increase. 

Implications of a change in UKV urban surface scheme from the Best to MORUSES is explored based on two spring case study days. 

The mean bias error (Δβ = βm – βo) is positive during morning hours at heights below ~250 m for the day modelled using the Best 

scheme. This is partially due to the delayed vertical mixing linked to a delayed morning increase of modelled sensible heat flux (QH) 

(noted previously for this surface scheme). The delay in vertical mixing limits near-surface NWP aerosol dispersion. With an 

improved QH timing with MORUSES, the bias in Δβ is reduced less in the morning below ~250 m. This highlights the importance of 

the mixing dynamics within the NWP model to accurately distribute aerosols within the boundary layer and hence obtain 

representative βm results. 

Comparison of βm/βo to RH with respect to mMURK shows that βm is often less than βo (mean βm/βo = 0.53). The variation in βm/βo 

depends upon the magnitudes and errors of m and RH. Analysis of the relation between Δm (= mMURK – PM10) and Δβ found that a 

positive, statistically significant Spearman correlation exists (R = 0.46), which increases when restricted to periods with lower RH 

values. The correlation between Δlog10(β) was larger (R = 0.80) but does not increase when restricted to periods with lower RH. 

Hence, assimilation of βo into NWP models is expected to have an increasingly effective contribution when atmospheric conditions are 

drier. The aerFO is still effective at high RH values, despite potentially violating the assumption that the cloud droplets have not yet 

formed. This could be because fext,rh is representing well the exponential growth in particle radii at high RH values. A specific 

parameterisation to incorporate cloud droplets at high RH values would broaden the applicability of the aerFO to instances of near 

saturation. The absolute error (|βm – βo|) between vertical profiles of βm and βo show a dependence on noise levels within the 

observations. Quality of attenuated backscatter measurements can be improved by operating recent hardware, using the most 

appropriate firmware version and settings, and ensuring careful maintenance (e.g. window cleaning). This finding highlights the need 

for careful processing of ALC measurements prior to use in model evaluation or data assimilation. Furthermore, detailed knowledge of 

sensor characteristics can provide useful insights for interpretation. 

As boundary layer dynamics are critical for vertical distribution of aerosol, data assimilation of the entire βo profile would have a 

limited effect if the aerosol is a passive tracer that is one-way coupled with model dynamics such as the UKV MURK. However, to 

account for a potential general bias affecting the whole aerosol profile, an integrated value of βo could be assimilated.  

The bulk aerosol composition is important in accurately estimating the extinction efficiency (Qext) and therefore βm. Performance of the 

aerFO depends on the level of detail provided by the aerosol field(s) available from the NWP model. Some models contain information 

on various aerosol species, e.g. the AQUM configuration of the MO Unified model (Savage et al., 2013), but such models usually still 

run at lower spatial resolution. The high spatial resolution (grid ≤ 1.5 km) MO models (e.g. UKV or MO London model) enable a 

more detailed representation of the high spatial heterogeneity of urban areas. However, these usually have very simple aerosol 

schemes (e.g. passive tracer mMURK).  

The current default for aerFO includes a constant lidar ratio representative of continental aerosol. Given the importance of this 

parameter, a more dynamic approach accounting for variable aerosol composition could significantly improve results. However, this 

can be challenging in urban settings where the relative contribution of various aerosol types is often highly variable due to the complex 

mixture of local sources and long-range transport. Still, the amount of aerosol and its composition can be distinct in an urban area 

when compared to the surroundings; therefore, a speciated lidar ratio would be more suitable. For example, urban areas tend to have 

higher proportions of black carbon, which has very specific aerosol properties.  

The aerFO has demonstrated utility as a tool to evaluate vertical profiles of aerosol bulk mass mixing ratio and RH from NWP models. 

Its results can also be used in conjunction with meteorological observations to explore processes related to near-surface aerosol mass 

variability or horizontal advection of air masses. Given aerosol is a tracer for boundary layer dynamics, application of the aerFO has 

proven very useful to evaluate the performance of urban surface parameterisation schemes and their ability to drive growth of the 
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mixing layer. 
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 Notation and abbreviations 

aerFO Aerosol forward operator 

ALC Automatic lidars and ceilometers 

asl Above sea level 

agl Above ground level 
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Cabs,aer Particle mass absorption 

Cabs,wv Water vapour specific absorption 

Cext,aer Particle mass extinction 

Cscat,aer Particle mass scattering 

CALIOP Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization 

CALIPSO Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations 

DA Data assimilation 

dg Geometric standard deviation 

ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 

fext,rh Extinction enhancement factor 

FO Forward operator 

FWHM Full width half maximum 

IFS Integrated Forecasting System 

JULES Joint UK Land Environment Simulator 

LAQN London Air Quality Network 

LBLRTM Line-by-line radiative transfer model 

LUT Look up table 

LUMO London Urban Meteorological Observatory 

m Aerosol mass mixing ratio 

m0 ‘Standard’ mass mixing ratio 

mMURK MURK aerosol mass mixing ratio 

MO Met Office 

MORUSES Met Office – Reading Urban Surface Exchange Scheme 

N0 Total particle number concentration 

OC Organic carbon 

ni Partial refractive index of the bulk aerosol 

nMURK Refractive index for the bulk aerosol 

NWP Numerical weather prediction 

p Scaling power 

pair Air pressure 

q Specific humidity 

Qext Particle extinction efficiency 

Qext,dry Dry particle extinction efficiency 

QH Sensible heat flux 

QH,m Modelled sensible heat flux 

QH,o Observed sensible heat flux 

R Spearman correlation coefficient 

r0 ‘Standard’ mass particle radius 

rg Geometric mass mean radius 

RH Relative humidity 

rmd Dry mean particle radius 

rv Water vapour mixing ratio 

S Lidar ratio 

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio 

T Two-way transmission 

Tair Air temperature 

UKV UK Variable Resolution model 

vi Volume fractional contribution 

WS Weather station 

z Height 

β Backscatter 

βm,unatt Forward modelled unattenuated backscatter 

βm Forward modelled attenuated backscatter 

βo Observed attenuated backscatter 

η Proportionality constant 

λ  Wavelength 

ρair  Air density 
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σext  Extinction coefficient 

σext,aer  Particle extinction coefficient 

σext,wv  Water vapour extinction coefficient 

τ Optical depth 

 

Appendix 1. MURK aerosol and visibility scheme 

MURK is calculated from UKV ancillaries using (Neal, 2016): 

 𝑚 = 0.33 ∗ 𝑆𝑂2 + 0.15 ∗ 𝑁𝑂2 + 0.34 ∗ 𝑉𝑂𝐶 (A2.1) 

where SO2 is sulphur dioxide, NO2 is nitrogen dioxide and VOC are volatile organic compounds. Eqn A2.1 converts these compounds 

into ammonium sulphate, ammonium nitrate and organic carbon from the species emissions inventories 

The MURK aerosol has a simple flux term as a boundary condition to help distinguish European from Atlantic emissions, as well as 

small background terms to represent distant sources which are designed to decay exponentially with height (eqn 6 in Clark et al., 

2008). It also adds a source term to cells over the ocean to represent sea salt. Wet and dry deposition are parameterised. MURK has a 

simple monthly variation with a smooth transition between months (Neal, 2016), as well as a sinusoidal diurnal cycle that peaks at 12 

UTC (personal communication, Clark, 09 August 2016). On 3 February 2015, updates were made to the emission ancillaries to take 

advantage of more recent emission data (internal MO communication). This included using: NAEI (DEFRA, 2016), ENTEC and 

EMEP (Neal, 2016) datasets. In the MO UKV, emissions are partially constrained using data assimilation of visibility observations. 

However, this has not always led to an improvement in the forecast of visibility, i.e. if visibility is underestimated and model RH is 

low, the MURK emissions are raised to unrealistically high levels in order to correct the visibility (Claxton, 2013). 

The visibility parameterisation was originally developed assuming the aerosol was comprised entirely of ammonium sulphate (Clark et 

al., 2008) as the inventory used from the mid 1990’s was based on sulphur dioxide emission data (Wright, 1997). In order to assess the 

parameterisation an aircraft observation campaign was undertaken (2006-2007) (Haywood et al., 2008), which obtained number 

concentration distributions and found the typical aerosol composition in the UK included sulphates, nitrates and organic carbon. 

Several parameters of the MURK scheme were modified accordingly, including the standard dry radius and number concentration. 

Supplementary Material 

Warren E, C Charlton-Perez, S Kotthaus, H Lean, S Ballard, E Hopkin, S Grimmond Evaluation of forward-modelled 

attenuated backscatter using an urban ceilometer network in London under clear-sky conditions 

Variation of the extinction enhancement factor with respect to wavelength around the central wavelength of a Vaisala CL31 

For each wavelength the ratio of fext,rh to its values at the nominal centre wavelength (λ=905 nm) are determined for three MURK 

constituents and the bulk aerosol (Figure S.1). The relative differences are generally < 2% but non-linear with relative humidity 

changes. However, these are mostly artefacts from using LUTs from the radiation code, with discontinuities in the parameterisations 

with RH (section 2). Thus, the impact of wavelength variation between individual sensors of the same design can be treated as 

negligible. 
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Figure S.1: Extinction enhancement coefficient (fext,rh) variation with RH for different wavelengths (colour) normalized by 905 nm 

results for MURK and its three constituents. Wavelength ranges from 895 (light green) to 915 (dark blue) nm, with a bandwidth of 1 

nm. 

Variation in ratio of modelled to observed attenuated backscatter with respect to modelled relative humidity and aerosol. 

The βm/βo ratio versus RH with mMURK indicated (colour) allows further understanding of how the two attenuated backscatters vary 

more generally (Figure S 2). βm/βo is often low (mean ratio = 0.53 at MR), with the smallest values typically occurring when mMURK 

was relatively low (< ~ 30 μg kg-1). Lower mMURK will lead to smaller mean dry radii (rmd) and mean number concentration (N) 

estimates, which generates a lower extinction coefficient and βm. Consequently, this also limits the effect of RH as it is parameterised 

as an extinction enhancement; hence, βm/βo with relatively low mMURK values do not increase greatly with increasing RH (Figure 8). 

βm/βo increases with larger values of mMURK (> ~ 30 μg kg-1), which reflects the larger estimates of rmd and N values and the relatively 

larger impact of extinction enhancement from RH. In addition, the increased sensitivity to RH at higher mMURK leads to an increased 

scatter that reflects the increased impact of RH error between modelled and observed RH. 

 

Figure S 2: Ratio of modelled attenuated backscatter to observed attenuated backscatter (βm / βo) verses UKV relative humidity (RH), with the 

UKV aerosol (m, colour) indicated, for MR. βm values for 21.7 m agl, which corresponds to the ALC’s second range gate. m and RH 

for 5 m agl. Nearest time of βo vertical profile is compared to each βm profile (261 profiles, from 12 days, Table 3). 


